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	This book presents thoroughly revised tutorial papers based on lectures given by leading researchers at the First Summer School on Reasoning Web in Msida, Malta, in July 2005. The objective is to provide a coherent introduction into Semantic Web methods and issues with a particular focus on reasonning.


	The ten tutorial papers presented provide competent coverage of methods and issues of the Semantic Web, ontology languages and their relation to description logics, Web query languages, XML, RDF and topics maps, evolution and reactivity, personalization in the Semantic Web, rule modeling with UML, techniques in Web information extraction, employing ontologies to ease construction of software applications, and type checking for Web rule and query languages.
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Interactive Web-Based Virtual Reality with Java 3D (Premier Reference Source)IGI Global, 2008
With the emergence of the Java 3D API, the creation of high quality 3D animated graphics for Java applications and applets becomes a possibility. With numerous aspects of the business, science, medical, and educational fields implementing this technology, the need for familiarity of Java 3D amplifies.
Interactive Web-Based Virtual...
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Renaissance and Reformation: Primary Sources Edition 1Gale, 2002
School Library Journal : "...contains 18 excerpts from a wide range of works and authors...The Saaris' Renaissance will be a top choice for student researchers, particularly those in need of primary-source materials." 
 -- School Library Journal (Febraury 2003)

ARBA : "...has...
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Advances in Lithium-Ion BatteriesSpringer, 2002

	In the decade since the introduction of the first commercial lithium-ion battery research and development on virtually every aspect of the chemistry and engineering of these systems has proceeded at unprecedented levels. This book is a snapshot of the state-of-the-art and where the work is going in the near future. The book is intended not...
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Practical Methods of Financial Engineering and Risk Management: Tools for Modern Financial ProfessionalsApress, 2014

	Risk control, capital allocation, and realistic derivative pricing and hedging are critical concerns for major financial institutions and individual traders alike. Events from the collapse of Lehman Brothers to the Greek sovereign debt crisis demonstrate the urgent and abiding need for statistical tools...
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Designer's Guide to Mac OS X TigerPeachpit Press, 2006
You held off on moving to Mac OS X until your bread-and-butter  applications made the jump, and now you're thinking of moving up to  Tiger. This book is especially geared toward designers who've become  comfortable working under Mac OS X and are ready now to make the Tiger  transition. Designer and prepress pro Jeff Gamet focuses on the Mac OS  X...
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Gadgets and Necessities: An Encyclopedia of Household InnovationsABC Clio, 2000
The title of this book implies that it is about things—gadgets and necessities within the twentieth-century home. In a way it is, but we hope that it is a little more than that. It is about people and their ideas, about their relationships with things and the value they placed upon them. It is also about people as the...
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